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Visual Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping for Sewer Pipe

Networks Leveraging Cylindrical Regularity*

Rui Zhang1, Rob Worley1, Sarah Edwards1, Jonathan Aitken1, Sean R. Anderson1 and Lyudmila Mihaylova1

Abstract— This work proposes a novel visual Simultaneous
Localisation and Mapping (vSLAM) approach for robots in
sewer pipe networks. One problem of vSLAM in pipes is
that the scale drifts and accuracy degrades. We propose the
use of structural information to mitigate this problem via
cylindrical regularity. The main novelty consists of an approach
for cylinder detection that is more robust than previous methods
in non-smooth sewer pipe environments. Cylindrical regularity
is then incorporated into both local bundle adjustment and pose
graph optimisation by embedding the reprojection error. The
approach adopts a minimal cylinder representation with only
five parameters, avoiding constraints during the optimisation in
vSLAM. A further novelty is that the estimated cylinder is part
of the scale drift estimation, which enables a correction to the
translation estimate and this further improves the accuracy. The
approach, termed Cylindrical Regularity ORB-SLAM (CRORB),
is benchmarked and compared to leading visual SLAM algo-
rithms ORB-SLAM2 and direct sparse odometry (DSO), as well
as a vSLAM algorithm with cylindrical regularity developed
for gas pipes, using real sewer pipe data and synthetic data
generated with the Gazebo modelling software. The results
demonstrate that CRORB improves substantially over the
competitors, with a reduction of approximately 70% in error
on real data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sewer pipe inspection is essential for the necessary detec-

tion of blockages and leakages. Pipe defects can potentially

lead to economic losses, environmental contamination, and

health problems [1]. Inspections are commonly performed by

inserting a manually operated, tethered probe or rover inside

the pipe with a CCTV (closed-circuit television) system for

observing faults. However, autonomous, untethered robots

have a huge potential to perform long-term, persistent pipe

health monitoring. Localisation is a key part of this process

because faults must be accurately located to be repaired.

To autonomously localise the robot in real-time, and there-

fore any damage detected, a simultaneous localisation and

mapping (SLAM) algorithm is required [2], [3]. SLAM is

a challenging task in buried pipes, mainly because of the

unavailability of GPS (global positioning system) [4].

Visual SLAM (vSLAM) [5], is one appealing approach for

SLAM in pipes because cameras are low-cost, provide de-

tailed information about the environment, and are commonly

found on pipe inspection robots [6]–[8]. However, vSLAM
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Fig. 1: Scale factor decrease over time using ORB-SLAM2 in

a pipe. A,B: Image (left) and point cloud with frames (right);

A: near the start of a trajectory, B: later in the trajectory. C:

The overall point cloud, where the decrease in estimated pipe

scale from point A to point B is seen, relative to the constant

size of the illustrated frames.

algorithms tend to deteriorate in pipe environments because

the scale factor decreases along with the forward motion of

the robot. The point cloud output of the vSLAM algorithm

resembles a cone, with the diameter (dA&dB) shrinking as

the camera moves forward: the accuracy becomes worse the

farther the robot moves. Figure 1 illustrates this problem.

In man-made environments, structural information can

improve SLAM results [9]–[12]. Current research exploits

structural information by building Manhattan worlds [13],

[14], which assume that a man-made environment can be ab-

stracted as a block with three dominant directions [15], which

can be obtained in a single image. The shared Manhattan

world can help estimate the frame poses. Another approach is

to enforce structural regularities on the landmarks [11], [12],

optimising the distance of landmarks from the expected value

[11], [16]. Cylindrical structural information has been used

in vSLAM for gas pipes [17] and in structure from motion

(SFM) in sewer pipes [18]. However, gas pipes tend to be

smooth and unobstructed, unlike sewer pipes, so cylinder

estimation is simpler, and SFM is an offline problem, unlike

vSLAM. Therefore, the research gap we address is using

cylindrical regularity in vSLAM for sewer pipes.

One of the key challenges for vSLAM with cylindrical

regularity is cylinder detection in a noisy point cloud.

Shakarji et al. [19] and Lukacs et al. [20] fit a cylinder in a

point cloud by minimising the point-cylinder distance, but

these approaches are sensitive to noise and outliers [21],



[22]. Lopez-Escogido et al. [23] used RANSAC (random

sample consensus) and a direct method, but this approach

may perform poorly when the uncertainty is unknown.

A two-step approach can be taken [21], [22], [24]–[26],

first estimating the cylinder axis, and then estimating the

cylinder’s position and size using robust circle fitting on

points projected to a plane perpendicular to the cylinder axis

[22]. Estimation of the cylinder axis by principal component

analysis (PCA) [21], [22], [26] is susceptible to outliers

[22], and estimation of the axis by the property that vectors

normal to the cylinder surface all point to the axis [24],

[25] can suffer from poor quality normals. Overall, error

can propagate from the first to the second step [27]. In this

paper, we use a robust regression method, similar to [22],

[28], to estimate the cylinder parameters, which leverages a

new cylinder representation proposed here along with a new

evaluation method to reject inaccurate estimations.

Cylinder representation is an important aspect of the

problem for vSLAM because overparameterised approaches

will overcomplicate optimisation. A cylinder is defined as a

surface consisting of all the points on all the lines parallel

to a given line, the cylinder axis. It can be described as

a line in 3D space with a radius, and it has five degrees

of freedom. A cylinder denoted by a unit vector, a point

on the cylinder axis, and a radius [29] is overparameterised

and will bring constraints to the optimisation. Taubin et

al. [30] used a minimum number of parameters to denote

a cylinder with a radius and four parameters converted to

a transformation matrix but did not develop a method to

perform the inverse transformation from the transformation

matrix to the four cylinder parameters. Shakarji et al. [19]

and Lukacs et al. [20] used different cylinder representation

approaches, but both used a point closest to the origin to

define the position of the cylinder axis. Shakarji et al. [19]

did not introduce this point mathematically. And reducing

the corresponding cost function of the latter can lead to

a biased solution in optimisation. In all of these cases,

it is challenging to implement cylindrical regularity in an

optimisation problem. Therefore, this paper proposes the

use of a cylinder representation that has a minimal set of

parameters that is well-suited to online optimisation.

In summary, this paper proposes a new vSLAM algorithm

that leverages cylindrical regularity termed CRORB. The

approach is an extension of ORB-SLAM2 [31]. The main

contributions of this paper include: 1) a new more robust

cylinder detection algorithm that we combine with a minimal

cylinder representation; 2) a vSLAM algorithm that leverages

cylindrical information in bundle adjustment and pose graph

optimisation; 3) an approach to recover the scale factor based

on the isodiametric information.

The paper is organised as follows. Section II introduces

the new cylinder representation approach and the cylinder

evaluation approach. Section III defines the local bundle

adjustment and pose graph optimisation with cylindrical

regularity. Section IV gives the performance evaluation on

both simulation and real-world data. The conclusions and

plans for future work are given in Section VI.

Fig. 2: A cylinder is shown in the left coordinate, and its

direction is expressed in the right coordinate.

II. CYLINDER REPRESENTATION AND DETECTION

A. Cylinder representation

This section describes an efficient cylinder representation

that avoids constraints in optimisation by using a minimum

number of parameters. Usually, as shown in Figure 2, a

cylinder is parameterised by its radius, r ∈ R and its axis

defined by a direction vector, v⃗ ∈ R
3, and a position denoted

by a point on the axis, p ∈ R
3. Therefore the set of cylinder

parameters are initially defined as Ỹ = {v⃗,p, r}.

The cylinder direction v⃗ can be defined by just two

angles as shown in the right axis in Figure 2: the pitch

and roll angles, θ ∈ R, ψ ∈ R. The yaw angle of

rotation is set to be equal to zero, since the cylinder is

symmetric about this axis. The vector can be obtained as

v⃗ =
[

cosψ sin θ sinψ sin θ cos θ
]⊺

. Its rotation matrix

Rwa can be obtained by transforming the Euler angle.

The key to the reduction in parameters is to choose the

cylinder axis position parameter p, defined in the world

coordinate frame, as p = c, where c is the vector defining

the closest point on the cylinder axis, C, to the origin of

the world coordinate frame (see Figure 2). Thus the line

segment OC is perpendicular to the cylinder axis with the

perpendicular foot C. We create a cylinder coordinate a
at point C with the z-axis in the same direction as the

cylindrical axis. The origin O is on the xy-plane of the

cylinder coordinate, and its position oa in the cylinder

coordinate is assumed to be oa =
[

qx qy 0
]⊺

. We can

define the position c of the point C in the world coordinate

frame as c = −Rwaoa. Here qx ∈ R and qy ∈ R denote

the transformed origin position coordinates of the world

coordinates into cylinder coordinates. Setting the z-axis point

in oa to zero results in the parameter reduction.

Hence the model incorporating minimal cylinder informa-

tion is defined by the following parameters

Y = {θ, ψ, qx, qy, r}. (1)

This set of cylinder parameters consists in the ones used in

the visual SLAM algorithm, presented in the later sections.

The direct use of Euler angles could lead to singularities

in principle. When θ is equal to 0, it incurs a singularity.

It is not possible to estimate ψ from the rotation matrix of

the cylinder, and its value has no effect on the direction of

cylinder v⃗. Therefore, we set ψ to be zero directly and update



Fig. 3: The challenges in cylinder fitting and the new evaluation method. In each panel the black circle denotes the cross-

section of the true pipe, and the green circle denotes an estimated cylinder. The black and grey points are the inliers and

outliers respectively. The purple lines are the point-cylinder distances, and the dark yellow lines are the ideal error distances,

which are the distance between map points and their corresponding positions (green points on estimated cylinders) on the

estimated cylinder. A: The disadvantages of point-cylinder distance. B: The consequence of the threshold changing according

to the estimated radius. C: The reprojection errors (Ea2, Ea3, etc.) of three map points given estimated cylinders.

qx and qy . Alternative methods for preventing singularities

exist and these include quaternions [32], however, this would

incur an additional parameter in the representation.

B. Cylinder detection and evaluation

This section introduces a cylinder detection approach and

proposes a new cylinder evaluation approach in a sparse

point cloud. We use a robust optimisation method similar

to our previous work [28] to estimate the cylinder directly

with the new cylinder representation approach. This approach

estimates the cylinder parameters Y = {θ, ψ, qx, qy, r} by

minimising the L2-norm of the point-cylinder distances, enc ,

wrt the cylinder parameters, Y , where the cost function is

F (Y) =
∑

n∈Q

∥enc ∥
2

(2)

where map points pn belongs to the set of inliers Q, and the

point cylinder distances are defined by

enc = |v⃗ × (pn − c)| − r (3)

The system alternately estimates the cylinder parameters Y
and selects points from the point cloud which are inliers with

respect to the estimated cylinder. This optimisation is stopped

when the variance, σ2
e = 1

N
F (Y), of point-cylinder distance

is less than a threshold κ1 or the maximum iteration is

reached. The system selects a point for the next iteration if its

point-cylinder distance is less than threshold κ2. This work

uses optimised points observed by at least four keyframes to

exclude outliers in the point cloud. The optimised map points

refer to those optimised in the previous local optimisation

and excluded in the current local optimisation. The cost

function is multimodal, so a good initial value is necessary,

which is found using PCA on the recent trajectory.

There are a number of problems using point-cylinder dis-

tance as the cost function, which are illustrated in Figure 3.

One problem is the imperfect evaluation of the estimated

cylinder: in Figure 3A, Cylinder 0 fits better than Cylinder 1

in terms of position, however, the error in terms of point-

cylinder distance in Cylinder 1 is lower. The ideal error

cannot be computed in practice. A further problem is finding

an appropriate threshold κ2 for rejecting outliers in RANSAC

or optimisation methods [23], [26]. Using the estimated

cylinder radius multiplied by a constant as the threshold [26]

can cause problems when the estimated radius is far from the

real radius shown by Cylinder 2 in Figure 3B, where outliers

are accepted as inliers since their point-cylinder distances are

small compared with the large radius.

Algorithm 1 Cylinder detection

Input: Optimised point cloud

Output: Cylinder parameters Y = {θ, ψ, qx, qy, r}
1: Initialise cylinder parameters Y with PCA

2: Add all the map points to set Q of inliers

3: while Error variance σ2
e < κ1 do

4: Optimise cylinder parameters Y using (2)

5: Set Q to the empty set

6: Add map points with error |enc | < κ2 to Q
7: end while

8: Evaluate reprojection error and count inliers

9: Define ratio of inliers to outliers α
10: if α > κ3 then

11: Return Y
12: end if

To solve these problems, we use reprojection error to

evaluate the solutions instead of point-cylinder distance, as

illustrated in Figure 3C. Cylindrical points should be close

to the cylindrical surface, and their positions can be approx-

imated by computing the intersection (cyan points) of their

backprojected rays (blue lines) from a selected keyframe and

the estimated cylindrical surface. The algorithm projects the

intersection to the rest of the keyframes and computes the

reprojection error, which is the distance between projected

intersections and corresponding features. Our proposed al-

gorithm is able to detect keyframes that are outside of the

estimated cylinder, as in Cylinder 1 in Figure 3A, since back-

projected rays have zero or two intersections. Our method



transforms 3D distance to pixel distance, which enables

us to use known feature uncertainty as a threshold. The

uncertainty is independent to the size of estimated cylinders.

The algorithm then evaluates a cylinder by checking if the

ratio α of inliers to outliers is greater than a threshold κ3.

The full procedure is given in Algorithm 1.

III. LEVERAGING CYLINDRICAL INFORMATION

This section describes the use of cylindrical information

in triangulation, local optimisation and pose-graph optimi-

sation (PGO). The estimation can benefit from cylindrical

information indirectly through the cylindrical points.

A. Triangulation

With the cylindrical information, the system performs

triangulation and verifies the cylindrical assumptions in new

map points created in triangulation. During the triangula-

tion, the system assumes new map points belong to the

previous cylinder. The system computes the reprojection

error introduced in Section II and triangulates map points

whose reprojection errors exceed a threshold. If fewer than

65% of points are cylindrical points, the system drops the

cylindrical assumption and triangulates all cylindrical points.

Otherwise, the system accepts positions of intersections as

the positions of cylindrical points and marks the current

keyframe as a cylindrical keyframe. This approach completes

the triangulation and cylindrical point selection together. It

prevents the cylindrical points from shrinking towards the

cylinder axis as well.

B. Local bundle adjustment with cylindrical regularity

This section introduces local bundle adjustment (BA)

leveraging the cylindrical regularities.

1) Formulation: The local BA includes map points Pk

and keyframes Lk according to the covisibility graph [33].

The optimisation also involves cylinders Ik whose cylindri-

cal points join this optimisation. The full state vector contains

the current keyframe k, its covisible keyframes Vk, map

points Pk and cylinders Ik. The states at time t are

Xt = {Tiw,p
j ,Ym}i∈Vk,j∈Pk,m∈Ik

(4)

where Tiw ∈ SE(3) denotes the frame poses. The cost

function is

J(Xt) =
∑

j∈Lk

∑

i∈Pk

ρ
(

||eijv ||
2
Σv

)

+
∑

m∈Ik

∑

n∈Qm∩Pk

ρ
(

||emn
c ||

2
Σc

) (5)

where eijv ∈ R
2 is the reprojection error of feature j observed

by keyframe i, and emn
c ∈ R is the point-cylinder distance

of cylindrical point n on cylinder m. Qm is a set of the

corresponding cylindrical points on cylinder m. The Huber

kernel function ρ is used to improve robustness to outliers.

Σv is the covariance matrix of a feature observation, and Σc

is the variance of the point-to-surface constraint. We model

the point-cylinder distance with Gaussian distribution. In the

following experiments, it is assumed that the distances of

cylindrical points are within the interval [−0.05r, 0.05r] from

the cylindrical surface. The uncertainty of the regularity Σc

is set to 25r2

38416 . Also, a Chi-squared test is used to reject

outliers, and the threshold is 3.814.

2) Reprojection error: The reprojection error is the dis-

tance between the projected map point and the observed

feature in the image frame.

3) Cylindrical regularity: Given a cylindrical point pn

and the cylinder parameters {cm, v⃗m, rm}, the cylindrical

regularity term emn
c is given by (3). The next subsection III-

C introduces pose graph optimisation leveraging a new

regularity.

C. Pose graph optimisation with cylindrical regularity

This part introduces a new cylindrical regularity in pose

graph optimisation according to the structure of pipes. Pose

graph optimisation is used to correct keyframe poses in the

detected loop. It enforces a Sim(3) constraint between two

keyframes, mainly according to the covisibility graph. Thus,

the keyframes that share few features with others have few

constraints. They may change more than expected after the

loop closing. We build Sim(3) constraints between estimated

cylinders and the corresponding cylindrical keyframes, which

can help maintain the relative poses. It can prevent cylindrical

keyframes from moving out of the corresponding pipe during

optimisation.

1) Formulation: The full state vector in the pose graph

optimisation contains all keyframe poses F and cylinders C.

The set of states is defined as:

X = {Swi,Swm}i∈F,m∈C
, (6)

where Swi ∈ Sim(3) is the similarity transformation matrix

of keyframe i, which has 7 degrees of freedom. Cylinders m
join the pose graph optimisation in the form of a similarity

transformation matrix Smw ∈ Sim(3) also. The transforma-

tion matrix of the cylinder can be obtained by converting the

cylinder parameters, described in Section II. The scale factor

is set to 1.

The system minimises the following cost function with

respect to all parameters X

J(X ) =
∑

i∈F

∑

j∈Gi

||ϵijp ||
2

Σp
+

∑

m∈C

∑

n∈Hm

||ϵmn
c ||

2
Σp
, (7)

where ϵp is the relative pose error between keyframe i and

related keyframes in set Gi [33]. Cylindrical relative pose

error ϵc ∈ sim(3) is given between cylinder m and its

cylindrical keyframes in set Hm. Σp is assumed to be an

identity matrix in this case.

2) Cylindrical relative pose error: Cylindrical relative

pose error is the difference between the original relative pose

S′
im ∈ Sim(3) and the updated relative pose between the

cylinder and the corresponding cylindrical keyframes. It is

defined as follows:

ϵmn
c = logSim(3) (SmwSwiS

′
im), (8)

After pose-graph optimisation, the system optimises all re-

lated keyframes, map points and cylinders in global bundle

adjustment.



D. Isodiametric information

One problem encountered with monocular SLAM is that

the scale drifts over time. This is particularly a problem in

pipes, as has been observed here empirically and in the litera-

ture [18]. We can use the cylinder model to mitigate this scale

drift problem. In sewer pipe networks, pipes tend to have a

constant diameter in between manholes [34]. If we make

the assumption that the pipe diameter is constant between

manholes, we can estimate the scale from the estimated

cylinders and use it to correct the estimated translations.

To correct for scale drift, we assume the first cylinder

detected in the CRORB algorithm is unaffected by scale drift,

and its radius rr is accepted as the reference. The scale factor

of a cylindrical keyframe is equal to the ratio of the radius ri
of its observed cylinder to the reference radius, and therefore

the corrected translation estimate t∗ij is given by

t∗ij = tij
rr
ri
, (9)

where tij is the uncorrected translation estimate between

keyframe i and the next keyframe j. For non-cylindrical

keyframes, the scale can be obtained by interpolation. We

refer to this version of the algorithm as CRORB with

isodiametric correction (CRORBic).

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the proposed algorithms CRORB and CROR-

Bic, we conducted experiments on:

1) Synthetic data from a 3D pipe network simulation

modelled on a real sewer network constructed using

robot operating system [35] and Gazebo [36].

2) Real-world data, from live CCTV inspection data of a

sewer pipe.

To demonstrate the advantages of CRORB/CRORBic we

benchmarked and compared it to ORB-SLAM2, DSO [37],

and a Benchmark vSLAM method with cylindrical regularity

where cylinder detection using point-cylinder distance as

used in [17] is integrated with ORB-SLAM2 implementation.

In these experiments, the algorithms were implemented on a

computer with Intel Core i7-8700 @ 3.2GHz, 32GB memory.

The algorithms are evaluated and compared in terms of

trajectory accuracy and running time. The open-source soft-

ware evo traj was used to align the estimated trajectories

with ground truth [38]. The absolute pose error (APE) is

the difference between the estimated poses and the ground

truth. The main metric used was the root mean square error

(RMSE) of the APE, eRMSE =
√

∑n

i=1 e
2
i /n, where ei is

the APE for pose i and there are n estimated poses in total.

The scale is estimated as the ratio of the true travel distance

to the estimated distance between the first two keyframes

created in the initialisation.

A. Synthetic data

A synthetic 3D pipe network environment based on a

real-world sewer pipe network in the UK (Figure 4A) was

created in Gazebo [36] (Figure 4B) and simulated with ROS

[35]. Manholes connect several straight pipe sections with a

constant 1 metre diameter to form a branched pipe network

similar in layout to the real sewer pipe network. A virtual

robot moves through the pipes and the front-facing camera

observes the inner pipe surface. The inner pipe surface had

colour variation emulating the inside of a sewer pipe. The

virtual camera collects images of 800 × 800 pixels at 30

frames per second, with added Gaussian noise.

We tested the vSLAM algorithms for three different tra-

jectories. Table I shows the results of different algorithms on

synthetic data. The last column shows the results obtained

from algorithms without and with loop closing separately.

The corresponding trajectories are shown in Figure 4C-F. The

orientations of the frame poses are similar to the true value,

and the errors are in translation which mainly stems from

the drift of the scale factor. The cylindrical regularity slows

down the decrease of the scale factor, and the trajectories

from CRORB are all more accurate than those from other

algorithms. With the isodiametric information (CRORBic),

the algorithm can recover the scale factor even if the system

detected cylinders only in some keyframes. The results show

that cylindrical regularities improve estimation at a small

computation cost. Compared with ORB-SLAM2, Benchmark

has a more significant error due to poor cylinder fitting

among noisy point clouds (Figure 4 and Table I). DSO was

also tested on the synthetic data. The results show that DSO

has substantially worse accuracy than both ORB-SLAM2 and

our own proposed methods since the inaccurate initialisation

(Figure 4 and Table I). The scale factor decreases slightly

after the initial response.

Note that the RMSE across the data sets does not correlate

with distance travelled as might be expected - this is because,

although errors do accumulate, the rate of error accumulation

tends to be different in separate experiments due to a

number of other factors, such as lighting conditions, texture

variability and robot motion - a systematic study of these

effects is beyond the scope of this paper.

B. Real data

Real data was acquired from a CCTV rover inspection of

two straight sewer pipes, 40 and 50 metres long respectively,

connected by a manhole (Figure 5A): the inspection of the

first pipe segment is referred to here as Expt 1 and the second

pipe segment as Expt 2. The robot (Figure 5B) was equipped

with a forward pinhole camera collecting images of 720×576
resolution at 25 FPS (Figure 5C). The robot moved slowly at

an average rate of 0.18 m/s down the centre of the pipe. In

Expt 2, due to disturbances (camera shake and severe flowing

water), ORB-SLAM2 only works on the final 20 metres.

To establish ground truth for localisation, we used a

tether attached to the robot to measure this one-dimensional

distance. Note that ground truth for the full 6DOF pose is not

available in the real sewer pipe. The metric evaluated was the

root mean square of the error of travel distance. The camera

intrinsic parameters were obtained by calibration with a

checkerboard. We used the default parameters from ORB-

SLAM2, except the number of features per image which was

set to 3,000 [39].



Fig. 4: Simulation results. A: Real-world sewer pipe network. B: Synthetic pipe network created in ROS-Gazebo to emulate

the real network in panel A. C-F: Estimated trajectories around the simulated pipe network from the ORB-SLAM2, CRORB

and CRORBic algorithms against the ground-truth trajectory. Superscript* means the algorithm runs loop closing without

cylindrical regularity. Superscript** means the algorithm runs loop closing leveraging the cylindrical regularity.

Dataset Synthetic Data 1 Synthetic Data 2 Synthetic Data 3

Travel Distance 333.6 175.5 395.6

Method ORB2 CRORB(ic) ORB2 CRORB(ic) ORB2 CRORB(ic) ORB2* CRORB(ic)* CRORB(ic)**

RMSE(m) 13.79 7.84(3.29) 12.01 6.82(2.84) 26.70 7.59(4.34) 24.92 6.21(7.78) 5.63(4.66)

Triangulation(ms) 57.6 56.2 48.2 47.0 53.0 52.1 54.0 52.4 54.8

Local optimisation(ms) 150.3 169.4 132.9 153.7 170.5 194.4 166.8 190.8 205.1

Cylinder Detection(ms) — 31.0 — 28.5 — 35.7 — 39.6 45.9

Method DSO Benchmark DSO Benchmark DSO Benchmark Benchmark*

RMSE(m) 43.7 23.88 27.5 25.54 43.5 51.96 47.43

Local optimisation(ms) — 145.8 — 133.8 — 167.9 174.3

TABLE I: Comparison between the SLAM algorithms on synthetic data. Note that ORB2 is an abbreviation for ORB-SLAM2.

Superscript* means the algorithm runs loop closing without cylindrical regularity. Superscript** means the algorithm runs

loop closing leveraging the cylindrical regularity. Symbol ‘—’ means the statistics are not available or not applicable.

The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

approach in estimating the robot’s travel distance. Table II

shows that CRORB obtains better accuracy than ORB-

SLAM2, reducing the RMSE by 48% with experimental data

set 1 and an 18% reduction in RMSE in data set 2. CRORB

with isodiametric correction (CRORBic) can use intermittent

estimated cylinders to correct the scale drift, and Table II

shows that it works much more accurately, giving an 86%

reduction in RMSE compared to ORB-SLAM2 in data set

2. Performance results for all algorithms are compared in



Fig. 5: Real-world experimental results. A: Aerial view of the manholes (dots) and two sewer pipe locations (blue lines)

corresponding to Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. B: Sewer pipe inspection rover. C: View inside the sewer pipe from the

rover camera. D: The top view of the point cloud created by DSO on Data 1. E&G: Comparison of estimated travel distance

and ground truth over time for pipes 1 and 2 respectively. F&H: Travel distance error over time for pipes 1 and 2 respectively.

I: Cylinder detection using the Benchmark method. J: Cylinder detection using our proposed method in Algorithm 1.

Dataset Experimental Data 1 Experimental Data 2

Travel distance (m) 39.5 20.3

Approach ORB-SLAM2 CRORB(-ic) Benchmark DSO ORB-SLAM2 CRORB(-ic) Benchmark

RMSE (m) 6.41 3.30(1.62) 10.29 18.55 3.33 2.71(0.44) 5.04

Triangulation (ms) 68.6 60.5 — — 64.9 54.0 —

Local BA (ms) 76.5 98.4 82.2 — 75.8 83.3 76.5

TABLE II: Experimental results. Symbol ‘—’ means the statistics are not available or not applicable.

Figure 5E-H and the problems with cylinder detection from

[17] compared to our method is illustrated in Figure 5I-J.

Point cloud in Figure 5D is conical, which means that the

scale factor shrinks rapidly on Data 1. The execution time

for triangulation, local optimisation, and cylinder detection

is shown in Table II averaged over ten runs.

V. DISCUSSION

This paper develops a vSLAM algorithm that leverages

structural information regarding cylindrical regularity and

solves the problem of scale drift and gives accurate mapping

and localisation. The results show substantial improvements

over ORB-SLAM2 in both simulations and real data.

There is still scope for future work. In certain regions

of sewer pipes, there may be insufficient features for the

vSLAM algorithm to match between keyframes, which could

cause the algorithm to fail. In practice, multisensor SLAM

is needed to deal with occasions with insufficient visual

features. There are times during operation when there are

significant amounts of flowing water in the pipe, which will

cover the lower part of the pipe and disrupt the vSLAM algo-

rithm. Future work in path planning algorithms will consider

flow conditions and schedule the robot to navigate through

the pipe at periods of low flow and rest or recharge during

periods of high flow. Analysis of the impact of different

uncertainties on the algorithm performance in changeable

lighting environments and variable pipe textures is another

area of future work.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a new approach for vSLAM in sewer

pipes, leveraging structural information in the form of cylin-

drical regularity, including a minimal cylinder representation

suited to online optimisation, a robust approach for cylinder

evaluation and associated approaches for local bundle adjust-

ment and pose graph optimisation. The experimental results



from both 3D simulations and real-world data demonstrated

the effectiveness of the approach versus a standard vSLAM

approach, ORB-SLAM2. The comparison showed that the

cylindrical information not only improved the accuracy of

the trajectory but also helped recognise the pipes.
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